My Twins' First Halloween
Synopsis
In the 5th book of the My Twins collection of The My Friend Paris series, Paris’ twin sisters Liberty and Victoria learn all about Halloween. Paris teaches them about all of the activities surrounding Halloween including family and cultural traditions. Together they visit the pumpkin patch - both real and glass; pick out costumes for trick-or-treating as well as learn about the Day of the Dead.
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Customer Reviews
While there are a lot of great books out there for kids, this book goes beyond great. The story is engaging, the pictures are colorful, and it even sneaks in some education without being obvious. My son and I both enjoyed reading it. the book follows Paris and her twin sisters as they prepare for Halloween. I love the part where Paris learns about the Day of the Dead, something that isn’t often mentioned in children’s books. The story also follows Paris as she and her sisters find costumes and go trick or treating. I loved reading to my son about all they did for Halloween so I can prepare him for trick or treating this year. Although the book is available as an ebook or a paperback, I definitely recommend getting the paperback. I’m used to cheap soft cover children’s books that tend to rip pretty easily. This book is made from a thicker weight that is much easier for my toddler to handle and it is more resistant to rips. It also just feels nicer to hold than most children’s books. Overall, a great book for kids and I can’t wait to read the rest of the series to my son. I received a copy of this book for review purposes. All opinions are my own.
I was excited to take a look at this book which was as we were recently blessed with two new bundles of joy this past year. The book was written by a child who is now a teenager and was written from her 5 year old perspective. I think it is great to encourage early literacy and publishing skills as it encourages the skills to flourish as they grow. My 4-year-old enjoyed the fun illustrations and family-centered Halloween theme as 5-year-old Paris Morris highlights her favorite Halloween activities, both classic and unique. This book however won't prep a little one for their own twins' first Halloween as Paris's twins appear to be three years old. There is a strange plug in the middle of the book for Ghiradelli chocolate given to the children right before they leave to go trick or treating. I think it would have been fine to just indicate it was good chocolate instead redundant that it was "Ghiradelli... the good stuff". Still, with no big scares, Paris is fun and shows that the very best costumes don't always come from a store. A Paris pumpkin-carving template is also included which is a fun activity. It is the 8th book in a series by teen author Paris Morris. Paris and the twin adventures for Halloween were vibrant and in a few years we will have to dig this book out again when the twins are older and can appreciate the book and illustrations with big sister. Until then Happy Reading! capecodmoms.com/mommy-blog/my-twins-1st-halloween

My 3 year old loves all things spooky. She is a huge fan of Halloween. She is the kid that watches Halloween movies all year round. At a Christmas Party where a clown was brought in to make balloon, she asked for a skeleton. So this book was right up here alley. We only have a couple Halloween books and with the holiday fast approaching I was needing to get more. She is in LOVE with this book! We have read it time and time again already. She laughs at the party when one of the twins gets scared by a Frankenstein and tells me "I would not be scared mommy. I like monsters, right?!" This book is super cute and I enjoy reading it with my girls. We have the paperback version and the quality is great. The paper is pretty durable, which is good with kid’s books! I love the illustrations too. They really help tell the story. This is a great holiday book and I look forward to reading it many, many, many, (who am I kidding, many, many, many, many, many, many) more times! I received this book free in exchange for my honest and unbiased review. All opinions expressed are 100% my own.

My daughters are 3 and 6 years old and are book lovers like me. They love it when I read books to them and now that my 6 year old has started to learn how to read, she reads beginner books herself. I won 2 books from Paris Morris way before I started doing reviews and my daughters love both books. Both my daughters love looking at the illustrations and both books are easy to
Recently, I was sent a new Paris Morris book: My Twins’ First Halloween. When my daughters saw the book, they immediately knew that this is a Halloween story because of the trick or treat cover of the book. My 3 year old immediately scanned the pictures and made up a story of her own. LOL. What I like about Parris Morris’: My Twins’ First Halloween is that the story is short and is easily understood by my daughters. The illustrations are very pretty too so my daughters doesn’t get bored of looking at them. This is a great book for young kids because the stories are short but well written and easily understood by kids.

*I received a product to try however all opinions are unbiased, honest and my own. No other form of compensation was received.

We love Halloween at our house. So I was super excited to stumble upon this story and its also part of a series. They are all so cute and really capture the feelings and perspective of a child in simple terms. It is easy for smaller children to understand and stay interested in the story. The cover is super cute and looks like Halloween. Also the material this is made of feels like it would be waterproof or allow you to wipe it clean. It is made well and will last a l

This paperback book is written by Paris Morris and The illustrations are vibrant and beautiful. It really catches my sons attention. All the pages are so pretty looking. I received this book in exchange for my honest review and Im glad I did. We will be reading this to get us ready for Halloween!!!!

I was offered a copy of this book in exchange for my honest review
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